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D-Series LED Floodlights
Site-wide Floodlighting Solutions

To learn more about the D-Series Floodlights  
visit www.LithoniaLighting.com

Join the conversation - follow us on social media.
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D-Series Floodlighting 
The most comprehensive  
family of floodlights offering  
a site-wide solution.

D-Series LED floodlights offer a site-wide floodlighting 

solution for architectural and general-purpose needs. 

This family features a large breadth of photometric 

distributions, mountings, color temperatures and other 

options to meet the vast project needs of architects 

and specifiers while also offering in-stock availability  

for contractors. In addition, these floodlights provide 

best-in-class energy savings to meet aggressive 

payback targets.

Configurable options combined with in-stock  

solutions allow D-Series floodlights to be a  

go-to solution for specification and everyday 

floodlighting needs. And since D-Series floods  

are manufactured locally in the United States,  

they provide uncompromising quality with  

a reliable supply chain and quick delivery.      
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Sign Lighting  
HMF optic

Flagpole Lighting 
NSP optic

Column Lighting 
NSP optic

Façade Lighting 
MSP optic 

Accent Lighting 
WFR / HMF optic 

Area Lighting 
WFL / FL optic
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D-Series LED floodlights allow for proper scale in application, 

providing all configurations necessary to design and light the  

entire site including low-level, sign lighting, flagpole, façade  

and pole-mounted area lighting.   

DSXF1

The DSXF1 offers a small,  
compact size allowing it to 
disappear in applications at 
low mounting heights such  
as lighting from within or  
near the landscape, for use  
on applications such as  
columns and near walkways.

Lumens: 2,500 to 5,500 

Watts: 21W to 42W 

HID Replacement: 70W to 150W

DSXF2

The DSXF2 offers a more  
powerful small-scale floodlight  
that can bridge the application 
needs for higher light levels  
on larger areas or at longer 
distances, for use on applications 
such as signs, flagpoles and  
large areas.

Lumens: 7,000 to 17,700 

Watts: 52W to 144W 

HID Replacement: 175W to 400W

DSXF3

The DSXF3 provides maximum 
illumination power for higher  
mountings heights and larger  
areas requiring longer throw and 
maximum spread, for use on  
applications such as large  
monuments, façades and  
large area lighting.

Lumens: 16,000 to 27,000 

Watts: 111W to 189W 

HID Replacement: 400W+

D-Series Sizes and Ranges 
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D-Series floodlights provide a site-wide solution that features a uniform 

selection across three sizes offering the same breadth of optical distributions, 

mountings, color temperatures, options and accessories to ensure maximum 

product range and flexibility in application.

Seven precision optics offer vast design capabilities and allow for  

complete front to back site design.

Wide Flood 
WFL – 6 x 6

Horizontal Medium Flood 
HMF – 6 x 4

Narrow Spot 
NSP – 3 x 3 

Flood 
FL – 5 x 5

Medium Flood 
MFL – 4 x 4 

Medium Spot 
MSP – 4 x 4

Mounting  
Configurations

 

Accessories

Knuckle 
THK

Slipfitter 
IS

Yoke 
YK

Vandal Guard 
VG

Upper/Bottom  
Visor 
UBV

Full Visor 
FV

D-Series Mounting  
and Accessories 
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Wide Flood, Rectangular 
WFR – 6 x 5

All DSXF floodlights offer the same mountings, options and accessories, 

allowing for consistent and easy site design.  

D-Series Photometric Distributions 
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